PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Unigarn flax/hemp is a pure, natural hemp fibre product
made of fine, long-fibre flax/hemp, which comes from the
stem of the flax plant. 3-stranded coarse flax/hemp is
made of short-fibre flax and is deliverable un-tarred and
tarred.

APPLICATION:
Unigarn flax/hemp is in combination with jointing
compounds very suitable for the sealing of threaded joints.
This combination ensures tight, flexible assembly joints. Flax/hemp is extremely economic to use.
3-stranded flax is applied for the sealing of glazed pipes or cast-iron pipes.

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES:
There is a risk of scorching the flax fibres at high temperatures (130º-140ºC).

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Flax/hemp should be applied evenly and tightly to the thread in the direction of inclination of the
thread.Then the entire packed thread should be applied an adequate quantity of jointing compound in
a even layer, after which assembling can be carried out straight away and installations be put into
service.
PACKAGING:
Item no.

VVS-no.

RSK-no.

NRF-no.

LVI-no.

80 g. spool

(10/360 pcs./box)

1500850

271302008 4054111

9507851

3265042

100 g. ball

(8/80 pcs./box)

1500950

271303010 4054112

9507853

3265072

100 g. flax skein in plasticback (10 kg/box)

1500210

271301010 4054113

9507861

3265061

200 g. flax skein in plasticback (10 kg/box)

1500220

271301020 4054114

9507862

3265062

500 g. flax skein in plasticback (10 kg/box)

1500250

271301050 4054110

9507863

3265044

1 kg. flax skein in plasticback

(10 kg/box)

1502100

271301100 4054109

9507864

3265046

100 g. flax skein

(50 kg/sack)

1500010

271301510 4054113

9507854

3265036

200 g. flax skein

(50 kg/sack)

1500020

271301520 4054114

9507855

3265037

500 g. flax skein

(50 kg/sack)

1500050

271301550 4054110

9507856

3265038

1 kg. flax skein

(50 kg/sack)

1500100

271301600 4054132

9507857

3265039

Dispenser for 80 g. spool

(1/240 pcs./box)

1500801

271307008 4054120

9507852

3265052

3-stranded tarred flax

(about 50 kg/sack) 1500300

271313005 4054326

-

3265066

3-stranded un-tarred flax

(about 45 kg/sack) 1500301

271311005 4054318

-

3265067

Please also see SAFETYDATA SHEET.
As we constantly develop our products we reserve the right to make changes without prior notice. The data contained in this datasheet are furnished for
information only and are believed to be reliable. We cannot assume responsibility for the results obtained by others over whose methods we have no control. It
is the user’s responsibility to determine suitability for the user’s purpose of any application methods mentioned herein.

